This paper presents the design, modeling, analysis, and experimental results of a bipedal robotic system that utilizes two interconnected single degree-of-freedom leg mechanisms to produce stable forward locomotion and steering. The legs are composed of double four-bar mechanism connected in series that maintain a parallel orientation of a flat foot, relative to the biped body, that is actuated via a Reuleaux triangle cam-follower system to produce a desirable foot trajectory. The mechanical design of the leg mechanism is presented followed by kinematic analysis of the cam-follower system to select the optimal foot trajectory and synthesize the mechanism dimensions and produce a desired step height and step length. The concept of leg sequencing is then presented to maintain a constant body height above the ground and a constant forward walking velocity. Experimental results using an integrated prototype indicate that the proposed biped robot is capable of maintaining quasi-static stability during locomotion, maintaining a constant robot body height, maintaining a constant body orientation, move forward with a constant maximum velocity of 27.4 cm/s, and steer.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the field of multi-legged robotics has drawn interests among researchers due to high levels of locomotion adaptability on the unstructured terrain. Conventional robotic leg designs consist of many active degrees-of-freedom (DOF) that enhance locomotion and tasking abilities [1] . However, each additional DOF will increase overall weight, energy consumption, and complexity of the control algorithms to simultaneously provide propulsion, stabilization, and maneuvering [2] . As a result, only a few legged robots have been successfully implemented in real-world applications. Such examples include, but are not limited to, the ANYmal quadruped [3] , and Adaptive Suspension Vehicle [4] .
The majority of existing legged robots are bio-inspired from animals that have evolved to adapt to their natural habitat. These robots utilize multiple DOFs to position their (primarily) single point of contact foot. The conventional walking machine uses three DOFs for each leg [5] , [6] . Traditionally, one DOF is allocated to hip abduction/adduction to enable turning and is separated from the hip and knee extension/flexion mechanism that constitutes the two remaining DOFs to enable planar walking. Therefore, a 2n -legged robot requires 6n actuators, where n is the number of leg pairs. If flat feet are implemented, a more stable gait can be performed due to a larger support polygon; however, additional DOFs are needed to control the angular orientation of the foot. To address the challenges of highly articulated legs, researchers have proposed reduced DOF leg designs that utilize two or less active DOFs. However, reduced articulation is coupled to reduced tasking abilities such as maintaining a constant robot body height or orientation during a walking gait [7] . The first-generation Robotic Modular Leg is a two-DOF leg proposed for the construction of both a quadruped and biped robot. The mechanism layout provided decoupled actuation for simplified control and was capable of orientating a flat foot utilizing the kinematics of a double four-bar mechanism connected in series [8] , [9] . Torige et. al. [10] developed a centipede-like robot consisting of six segments, each utilizing four motors to control two legs. Hoffman et. al. [11] further developed this concept by utilizing two passive revolute joints to couple the motion between two legs. Therefore, the two legs in each can be controlled by two linear actuators to extend the body, raise the legs, and drive the robot forward. The RHex hexapod robot utilized six continuously rotating C-shaped legs to drive the robot forward with steering enabled via differential drive [12] . Yoneda et al. [13] designed a quadruped robot with three active DOF's. The robot consisted of a front and rear section that can rotate about the orientation of the robot. The roll of each segment, coupled with rotation of U-shaped front and rear legs, caused the robot to move forward. Furthermore, single-DOF crank driven mechanisms [5] , [14] - [18] , and two-DOF legs that generate approximate straight line support phase foot trajectories [19] , [20] have been proposed for the construction of legged robots for simplified control and design complexity.
In this paper, we propose a bipedal robot design, shown in Fig. 1 , that is composed of two second-generation Robotic Modular Leg Mechanisms (RML-V2), each utilizing a single-DOF continuous rotation Reuluex triangle that are designed to generate a desired foot trajectory that enable stable forward locomotion and steering via differential drive. The first generation design [8] , [9] required simultaneous control of each leg's two active DOF's to produce a desired foot trajectory that required motor directional changes which limited the maximum forward walking velocity to 10 cm/s. The contributions of this work include the novel implementation of the Reuleaux triangle cam-follower system to actuate a robotic leg mechanism. Contrary to prior applications that are concerned with motion of the Reuleaux triangle in a fixed conjugate square, the proposed application requires rotation of the Reuleaux triangle about an offset distance from its centroid to create translational motion of its conjugate square. The angular orientation of the conjugate square is constrained via the kinematics of two four-bar mechanisms connected in series that maintain its orientation without the use of an additional ankle motor and can therefore be used in conjunction with a flat foot support polygon to enable a quasi-static walking gait. In addition, we present the analytical formulations describing the trajectory of the conjugate square centroid as a function of a rotational offset from the Reuleuax triangle centroid. These formulations are further analyzed to produce a desirable foot trajectory for a walking gait to synthesize Reuleaux triangle dimensions and its angular rotation to generate a foot trajectory of desired step height and length while maintaining a constant forward walking velocity during the support phase.
II. DESIGN MOTIVATION
Although reduced-DOF leg mechanisms do enable the construction of legged robots with reduced design and control complexity; the reduced articulation may hinder the robot's walking performance. For instance, the Rhex robot [12] and 3-DOF quadruped [13] are capable of walking forward, but the robot's body height and orientation fluctuate during a walking gait. Such characteristics are undesirable since they may induce instances of instability and require additional energy to raise the body vertically against gravity. Therefore, we design the robotic system to satisfy five necessary walking functionalities, as presented in [7] . These functionalities are listed as follows: (1) maintain quasi-static stability during locomotion, (2) maintain a constant robot body height during a waiting gait, (3) maintain a constant body orientation during a walking gait, (4) move forward, and (5) steer.
Criteria (1) and (2) are required to maintain a stable robotic platform in static configurations and during a walking gait, in addition to improving the energy efficiency of the system since the legs will not be required to raise or lower the body cyclically. Criterion (3) ensures a sufficient margin of stability within the support polygon defined as the center-of-mass projection into the convex hull of the robot's feet in contact with the ground. Criteria (4) and (5) ensure the sufficient amount of locomotion capabilities to enable the robot to move forward and be steered in any desired position and direction.
III. ROBOTIC MODULAR LEG -V2
This section reviews prior research into the design, and implementation of the Reuleaux triangle (section 2.1) that represents the main driving mechanism of the RML-V2 design (section 2.2). Kinematic analysis is presented (section 2.3) to formulate the analytical expressions describing the foot trajectory and synthesize the Reuleaux triangle dimensions to produce a desired step height and length.
A. Background
In the work by Leonardo da Vinci circa 1514, the map of earth was projected onto a circle using eight pairs of triangular-shaped octants. The special properties of this shape, consisting of an equilateral triangle with curved sides to maintain an equal distance from any vertex to its opposing periphery, was later defined by Franz Reuleaux in 1876. In his book [21] , a qualitative study demonstrated how this mechanism can be used as a function generator. Thus, leading to the first major industrial application of the Reuleaux triangle, to construct the Wankel internal combustion engine, which rotated within an epitrochoidal confinement to produce suitable changing gas volumes in three chambers. James Watts then proposed to rotate the Reuleaux triangle within a conjugate square profile and place cutting tools at each vertex to drill square-shaped holes [22] . This application was later studied by Figliolini et al. who presented the analytical expressions describing the motion of particular points on the Reuleaux triangle during its rotation within a fixed conjugate square [23] . Fig. 2 shows a side view schematic diagram of the RML-V2. The leg is composed of double four-bar mechanism parallelograms connected in series that comprise the thigh and shin that rotate about the hip and knee joints, respectively. Therefore, the orientation of the foot maintains a constant angular orientation with respect to the body without the need for an additional motor at the ankle. The RML-V2 is actuated with an active single-DOF in the form of a Reuleaux triangle cam-follower system. In this case, the cam is the Reuleaux triangle and the follower is the conjugate square shaped foot. As opposed to previous applications, the Reuleaux triangle is rotated at an offset from its centroid to produce a desirable foot trajectory while the foot maintains a constant orientation due to the coupled four-bar mechanism as will be discussed in section 4.
B. Mechanical Design
Comparing to the first generation RML [8] , [9] , these design features represent an improvement over the first generation. The first generation RML has two active DOFs, thus, in order to achieve locomotion, two active DOFs need to be synchronized therefore increase the complexity in the control of the robot. The RML-V2, however, utilizes single active DOF to achieve locomotion. Hence, the control strategy simplified. Furthermore, the continuous rotation of a single motor will produce a forward walking gait that can result in potentially higher walking velocities as will be presented in subsequent sections. 
C. Kinematic Analysis
This section presents the kinematic analysis of Reuleaux triangle (cam) and its foot follower (conjugate square). Prior applications [22] , and analysis [23] were concerned with the motion of the Reuleaux triangle within a stationary conjugate square. We build upon previous work by formulating the analytical expressions resulting from rotation of the Reuleaux triangle about an offset distance from its centroid to produce a desirable conjugate square centroid trajectory, while maintaining a fixed orientation (discussed in section 3.2), and synthesize the mechanism dimensions to produce a desirable step length and height. Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagram of the Reuleuax triangle driving mechanism of the RML-V2 that is used to construct the biped robot. The triangle is composed of an equilateral triangle of side length l with three vertices U, V, W, and rotates within a conjugate square with corners defined as H, I, J, K. Let G represent the centroid location of the conjugate square. To ensure functionality of the driving mechanism, the Reuleaux triangle contours and conjugate square must have a radius of curvature and length equivalent to l [21] . A body-attached frame of reference (B, i 1 , i 2 ) is attached to Reuleaux triangle at its centroid B. The Reuleaux triangle rotates about point O with an input angle α. Point O is offset from the centroid B by a distance |ρ| along i 1 . The Reuleaux triangle and its conjugate square form a single DOF system where rotation of the triangle results in a planar displacement of the conjugate square in the inertial frame (I, x, y).
The notation
will be used to represent the position of point j in frame i. Furthermore, the scalar x-and ycomponents of an arbitrary vector Z will be represented as Zx and Zy respectively Referring to Fig. 3 , the position of conjugate square centroid is given by (1) that computes the Gx and Gy component of the position vector in the global reference frame based on the contact point of each vertex with the sides of the conjugate square, dependent on the input angle rotation.
As seen in (1), needs only to be computed for the input angle α = [0, π/2] while the remaining trajectory profile may be generated with symmetry operations due to the geometric symmetry of the Reuleaux triangle.
x y x y p = =    However to evaluate (1), the vertex positions of the Reuleaux triangle defined as , and can be computed by coordinate transformation from B to I using following equations:
Here, represents the rotation matrix from frame B to I for an input angle of α. The vertices and rotational offset in the body fixed frame B are defined as
Conjugate square trajectory: With reference to Appendix A, the trajectory of point G, denoted as π i for various offset values ρ, are illustrated in Fig. 4 . The profiles are normalized with respect to the triangle length l where α=[0, 2π]. It is interesting to note that trajectory profile varies with respect to different offset of ρ. π 1 , π 2 , π 3 , π 4 , and π 8 are shown in Fig.  4(A) . ρ=|BU| yields π 1 , a straight sided quadrilateral profile. When 0.5(l-|BU|)<ρ<|BU|, the trajectory profiles represent a concaved sided quadrilateral. For ρ=0.5(l-|BU|) the trajectory denoted as a superellipse or Lamé curve [21] . Fig. 4(B) illustrates trajectories π 5 , π 6 , and π 7 on a magnified scale of factor 3. For (|BU|-l/2)<ρ<0.5(l-|BU|) the trajectory π 5 resembles a profile with four concave elliptical curves that intersect with its neighboring curves and form loops. Similarly for ρ=(|BU|-l/2) the π 6 trajectory loop curves are tangent to one another forming what is referred to as a homocentral form of π 5 . For 0<ρ<(|BU|-l/2) the π 7 trajectory forms four elliptical curves that intersect with each other. For ρ=0, the π 8 trajectory forms a profile with four convex elliptical curves that are tangent to neighboring curves [21] . 
IV. FOOT TRAJECTORY PLANNING
The trajectory planning involves finding optimal ρ to obtain a straight line support phase and gait sequencing such that the robot could maintain constant bodyheight and walking speed during locomotion. The support phase is defined as the foot trajectory portion that is in contact with the ground, while the swing phase involves swinging the foot in mid-air. As discussed in section 2, it is desirable to maintain a constant robot body height and orientation to minimize energy consumption during a forward walking gait. Therefore, a straight line support phase is desirable to satisfy these conditions. Referring to Fig. 4(A) , π 1 illustrates a straight sided quadrilateral. Therefore, the rotational offset distance from the Reuleaux triangle centroid should be set to ρ = |BU|= √3 ⁄ to generate this foot trajectory.
Let step stroke length and step height be defined as the maximum range of horizontal and vertical distance of the trajectory profile, respectively. The distance between points M and N on the π 1 trajectory defines the step length that will be used to propel the robot forward which is slightly shorter than the step stroke length. With reference to Appendix A and Fig. 5 , and due to the symmetric about x and y axis; the step height and step stroke yields l.
It can also be noticed that in Fig. 5 , the support phase of the robot initiates when α = π/3 and terminates when α = 2π/3. Substituting these values into (8) (Appendix A) yields the coordinate of point M and point N. Therefore, the step length is equivalent to √3 1 .
A. Gait Sequencing
This section will analyze the requirements of the input angle α trajectory to maintain constant walking velocity during the support phase while maintaining constant body height for ρ=|BU|. As mention in section 4, the foot trajectory π 1 is selected for a straight line support phase to ensure a constant body height and the legs of the biped are sequenced such that the one leg initiates the support phase while the other leg must simultaneously initiate the swing phase, and vice versa. Otherwise, the robot body will fluctuate vertically and may cause instances of instability. Furthermore, it is desirable to have a constant forward walking velocity, v, during a walking gait to avoid variations in acceleration that may induce instances of instability.
With reference to Fig. 5 , the gait cycle period is obtained by the summation of time for support and swing phase. In this work, the support phase time is equal to the swing phase time, The gait cycle period, for a combined single swing and single support phase, can be obtained by (4)
The walking velocity of the robot can also be obtained by the time derivative of With reference to Appendix A, the time derivative of (8) for 3 ⁄ 2 ⁄ yields the horizontal velocity of the conjugate square for half the support phase:
We define ⁄ to be the percentage of a gait cycle. Let τ support =1/2 be defined as the duty cycle, solving (5) yields the trajectory of α, (6) and (7) for 3 ⁄ 2 ⁄ and 2 ⁄ 2 3 ⁄ , respectively:
Here, C 1 and C 2 are integral constants which can be obtained by initial conditions. To achieve a smooth transition from support phase to swing phase, quintic splines are used to generate the rotation angle trajectory for swing phase.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
This section presents prototype integration (section 5.1), and demonstrates walking capabilities of the biped robot (section 5.2).
A. Prototype Integration
The prototype measures 230 x 200 x 320 mm and weights 2.5 kgs. The Reuluex triangle dimensions were selected to produce a gait cycle designed step height and length equivalent to 75 mm and 54.9 mm, respectively. The prototype is fixed to a stable surface to measure the actual foot trajectory. The actual foot trajectory was tracked utilizing computer vision method by tracking a blue marker on attached to the conjugate square foot. The actual foot trajectory and theoretical trajectory are presented in Fig. 6 . The actual foot trajectory is presented as dashed line and theoretical trajectory is presented as solid line. Further analysis indicates that the overall average error of x coordinate is 0 with standard deviation of 0.86 and the overall average error of y coordinate is 0.03 with standard deviation of 0.82. It can also be noticed in the figure that the for the support phase, the theoretical and actual foot trajectory coincides, therefore, it can be safely assumed that the actual support phase of the prototype is a straight line.
B. Walking Capabilities
To evaluate the walking conditions of the biped, the robot was commanded to walk forward, Fig. 7 (A-F), and turn, Fig.  7 (G-L), using differential drive where one foot maintains a support phase while the opposing foot produces a cyclic gait cycle. Fig. 8 shows the x and y displacement of the robot during walking. It can be noticed that in Fig. 8 the body maintained a constant height and walking with constant velocity of 21mm/s. For turning capabilities, a single gait cycle resulted 18° of turning. Figure 7 . Biped robot demonstrating forward locomotion (A-F), and differential turning (G-L). As demonstrated in these experiments the biped robot, composed of two single-DOF RML-V2 mechanisms, is capable of satisfying all the walking criteria discussed in section 2. The robot is capable of maintaining quasi-static stability during locomotion, maintaining a constant robot body height during a waiting gait, maintaining a constant body orientation during a walking gait, move forward, and steer.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a conceptual design and implementation of a classical mechanism called the Reuleaux triangle that is connected to a double four bar mechanism. The kinematics of the mechanism were derived to select a rotational offset distance from the Reuleaux triangle centroid to produce a straight line support phase with a constant robot body height and forward walking velocity. Experimental results of the bipedal robot demonstrated the walking capabilities where the robot can produce a quasi-static forward walking gait and turning while maintaining a constant velocity, body height and orientation.
